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ABSTRACT

Chain conveyors are a specific type of conveyor often
used in a variety of manufacturing and production
applications, such as body and paint shops. These
conveyors must typically interface with other types of
conveyors such as cross-transfer conveyors, and also
with other material-handling equipment such as lift
tables and hold tables. Micromodeling of chain
conveyors and their equipment interfaces requires close
attention to numerous details. These details include not
only static and operational properties of the chain
conveyors themselves, but also the particulars of
dimensional and operational interfaces of the conveyors
and the equipment served by the conveyors, such as lift
tables and the conveyor acceleration and deceleration
ramps.
In this paper, we first delineate the situations in which
micromodeling of material-handling equipment is
appropriate. We then present an overview of conveyor
types and terminology. Next, we describe the challenges
of modeling chain conveyors accurately, and our
recommendations for meeting these challenges within
the framework of typical modeling tools and
simulation-study contexts. As an example, we present
details of these recommendations relative to the
AutoMod modeling tool. In conclusion, we summarize
these recommendations and indicate promising
directions for further development of modeling
techniques and enhancement of model-building tools.
1 MACRO- VS. MICRO-MODELING

Macro models are, by definition, over-view models with
a "coarse" level of detail. In contrast, micro models
incorporate a "fine" (high) level of detail (Ülgen, Shore,
and Grajo 1994). The appropriate level of detail for a
particular model within a simulation study, and hence the
decision of whether to build a macro or a micro model,
properly depends on the objectives of the study, availability of
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data, credibility concerns and constraints of
model-development and computer-run time available
(Law and McComas 1991). In view of this credibility
concern, the modeler making the "micro model versus
macro model" decision properly anticipates the task of
validation by asking "Will our modeling team be able to
use the model - in place of the system - to make the decisions
required by the study objectives?" (Ruch and Kellert 1995).

Simulation may be applied to the study of material
handling systems during any or all of four project phases: the conceptual phase, the detailed design phase,
the launching phase, and the fully-operational phase
(Ülgen and Upendram 1995). In the context of
rnodeling material-handling systems, typical indications
calling for development of a micromodel are
requirements to minimize both global and local workin-proccess levels and maximize utilization of materialhandling equipment, plus availability of detailed
dimensional, cycle-time, and downtime data relative to
individual pieces or equipment, such as the aerial
gravity conveyors and motorized roller conveyors
compared in (Cerda 1995). Such modeling is frequently
required due to the mathematical intractability of
operational questions involving material-handling
equipment. For example, (Tsai 1995) verifies the "NP-hard" status of minimizing the likelihood of conveyor
stoppage to complete assembly-station work, via mixedmodel sequencing, when a conveyor serves even a single
station with arbitrary processing times. In such a context,
detailed modeling of conveyors becomes vital to address
decision-making policy relative to both line balancing- and
product sequencing. The motivation to model conveyors, in
particular, at a high level of detail increases in studies
undertaken to assess competing conveyor management
strategies, such as dynamic allocation of workpieces to
conveyors which alternately merge with each other, diverge
again, and must serve widely dispersed, dissimilar work cells
(Laughery 1995). Macro models are frequently analyzed to
optimize conveyor and overall system

performance via selection of a workpiece to convey,
selection of a conveyor, choice of waiting discipline
among conveyors, or choice of waiting discipline among
jobs awaiting a conveyor. Micro models of conveyor
performance furnish required input to such macro models
(Backers and Steffens 1983).

2
DEFINITIONS AND TERMINOLOGY OF
CONVEYORS AND INTERFACE EQUIPMENT

Conveyors can transport a high volume of items over a
fixed path at adjustable speed with little manual
intervention. Many varieties of conveyors are in use,
such as belt conveyors (endless belt), chute conveyors
(metal slides), screw conveyors (large spiral contained
in confining trough or tube), chain conveyors (endless
chain), and roller conveyors (load carried on transverse
rollers which are either gravity- or power-driven) (Sule
1988). For example, belt or roller conveyors can be
readily configured to transport small, odd-shaped items
(Gould 1994). Chain-driven conveyors with roller
surfaces, the type of conveyor considered in this paper,
are occasionally non-powered (gravity) or, more
usually, powered (live). Such conveyors are relatively
inexpensive, readily assembled and adjusted, and well
suited for a wide range of loads, provided the materials
being transported have, or are mounted on, a rigid
riding surface (Allegri 1992). These chain-driven
conveyors may accumulate material by use of slip or
clutch mechanisms built into the rollers. The "roller
flight" variety typically uses two parallel sections of
chain supporting rollers on non-rotating shafts. Those
rollers can turn under the material, permitting its
accumulation (Gould 1993). Additionally, acceleration
and deceleration sections may be appended to powered
roller conveyors when precise material control is
required, as at interface points, through inclines or
declines, or around curves (K. W. Tunnell Company,
Incorporated 1995). Recent advances in designs and
rnaterials have markedly increased speeds and
decreased operating noise of powered roller conveyors,
hence increasing, their economic appeal (Witt 1995).
These conveyors characteristically interact with other
material-handling equipment such as lift tables and hold
tables. Lift tables provide a working or material-transfer
surface at heights and positions chosen for ergonomic and
operational advantage (Tompkins and White 1984). Hold
tables are a passive variant of lift tables; unlike a lift table,
a hold table cannot move a load perpendicularly to the
direction of travel of a downstream conveyor to align the
load for placement on that conveyor.

3
CHALLENGES OF MODELING CHAIN
CONVEYORS
As predicted in (Muth and White 1979), work in conveyor
modeling comprises both analytical models (limited to a
low level of complexity but quantifying fundamental
relationships among important conveyor parameters) and
simulation models (allowing tradeoff studies during
design and analysis of operational problems of existing
conveyors). Numerous studies illustrate the wide
applicability of simulation to the analysis of conveyor
systems, such as designing and implementing a
power-and-free conveyor system (Good and Bauner
1984), comparative macro evaluations of accumulating
and non-accumulating conveyor systems (Henriksen and
Schriber 1986), layout and flow path analysis of overhead
conveyors (Foote et al. 1988), micromodeling of
conveyors transporting extremely fragile workpieces
forbidden to touch one another (Hopings 1988), and rapid
assessments of proposed modifications to a power and
free conveyor system in an automotive paint shop (Graehl
1992).
Chain conveyors are widely used in automotive
assembly plants. High volume production requires cycle
times in the order of a few seconds. For example, for a
conveyor running at fifteen feet per minute and for pallets
of length fifteen feet. a time loss of two seconds amounts
to two jobs per hour and forty jobs per day over two
ten-hour shifts. Depending on the sales price or a car,
such a loss might be somewhere from $500,000 to
$1,200,000 in lost revenue per day. On the other hand. the
types of material handling, equipment required to support
such production might be very costly to install, operate,
and maintain. Therefore, the system design must strive for
balance between high throughput capacity and low
redundancy in material handling equipment requirements.
Consequently, it is necessary that simulation models of
such material handling systems should represent sufficient
detail of the parts movement to make accurate
assessments of the adequacy of those systems and the
overall production systems of which they are a
component. Output results from micromodels of conveyor
configuration and performance can then guide
experimentation with macromodels of the manufacturing
system.
A typical vehicle assembly plant would have an
abundance of various kinds of conveyors. Chain
conveyors constitute one of the most commonly used
types of material handling equipment in many assembly
plants. Modeling of those conveyors can be a challenging
task. The following is a discussion of some of the issues
in modeling of chain conveyors and the supporting
material handling equipment that can be found in a typical
assembly plant.

3.1 Production and Transfer Conveyors
These conveyor sections move pallets through production
operations. They are also used for buffer storage purposes,
holding pallets between production departments or during
off-shift activities such as cleanups. Furthermore, pallets
are accumulated in a bank of conveyors before they are
sequenced for the next operation.
There are essentially two types of chain conveyors:
accumulating and non-accumulating. Accumulating
conveyors, also referred to as roller flight conveyors, have
the ability to hold pallets without stopping the power
chain. A non-accumulating conveyor allows the pallets to
stop only when the entire conveyor chain stops. In a typical
setup, non-accumulating conveyors are used to move
pallets through production processes (paint booths, wash
rooms, etc.). Accumulating conveyors are used for other
purposes mentioned previously (e.g., temporary storage,
delivery, and resequencing). Regardless of the
accumulation capabilities, most conveyors have special
head and tail sections (speed-up sections) that are used to
accelerate and decelerate pallets, respectively. Those
sections are needed to adjust the speed of pallets as they
move onto and off the conveyors, which typically have
much lower chain speeds than the equipment with which
they interlace.
Pallets move on chain conveyors with a specified
minimum distance between them. Depending on the speed
of the conveyor, this distance may be different on various
conveyors of a typical production setup. On an
accumulating conveyor, the spacing between pallets might
be different in accumulation from that between moving
pallets. Also, once in accumulation, a pallet does not start
moving again until the preceding pallet moves away to a
distance defined as the moving space.

Most simulation software provides built-in constructs
to model accumulating and non-accumulating
conveyors. Simulation software that does not provide
such constructs might require substantial amounts of
overhead code to account for the operational
characteristics of either type of conveyors for a typical
production system. Even with built-in conveyor
constructs, some of the operational characteristics might
be challenging modeling tasks. A speed-up section, for
example, consists of several smaller sections of the
same conveyor that run at different speeds (from low to
high speed or vice versa along the direction of travel). A
pallet changes its speed when its center of gravity shifts
from one portion of the speed-up section to the next. As
there might be pallets of different lengths moving
through the system, the time to get onto and off a
conveyor differs among pallets. Some simulation
software such as (Auto Mod)
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allows precise calculation of these time delays by
providing mechanisms to define such small sections of
conveyor, the pallet size, and locations for speed changes.
In other packages, the same effect can be achieved by
calculating such delays prior to simulation and by explicitly
representing them in the model. A further complication to
modeling speed-up sections is the requirement that no
accumulation be allowed on those sections, even on
accumulating conveyors.

3.2 Cross Transfer Conveyors
Cross transfers are fast-moving chain conveyors with no
accumulation capability. These conveyors are used to
move pallets between different sections of production and
transfer conveyors. A cross transfer conveyor typically
interfaces several production and transfer conveyors.
Incoming, pallets are moved to one of several conveyors
served by the cross transfer conveyor. There is a series of
hold and lift tables along those conveyor sections to
compensate for the lack of accumulation capability. Hold
tables are used only for temporary storage purposes. Lift
tables also act as the interface between the cross transfer
and production conveyors, as they have the capability to
push the pallets perpendicularly. Pallets move sideways on
a cross transfer. A pallet moves along a cross transfer from
one hold/lift table to another, stopping as necessary. A
pallet stops on a table if the next table is occupied by
another pallet. Once stopped at a table, the pallet is raised
off (disengaged from) the conveyor chain to prevent its
moving further (as the chain runs continuously on a cross
transfer). Once the next table becomes available, the table
lowers the pallet back onto (into reengagement with) the
chain and the pallet starts moving along the conveyor
again. Only after a pallet reaches the next table or clears a
limit switch placed at a distance from the table, can
another pallet move onto the table. Such control is required
because cross transfer conveyors typically move at higher
speeds and serve several chain conveyors. Typical
simulation software constructs for conveyors provide no
built-in support for such control logic. There is a clear
need to model such logic to represent cross transfer
conveyors accurately.

3.3 Lift and Hold Tables
These special tables are used along cross transfer
conveyors. The main purpose of a lift table is to move
pallets onto and off the cross transfer. A lift table has
powered rolls to move pallets in a direction perpendicular
to the direction of travel on the cross transfer. These rolls
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are used to move the pallets from/to production and
transfer conveyors. A hold table is typically used to
provide temporary storage on the conveyor to allow
accumulation (cross transfers otherwise have no
accumulation capability). Either type of table raises
pallets from the conveyor chain to stop them from
moving. Once the pallet is ready to move forward, the
table lowers the pallet back onto the chain, and upon
contact with the chain, the pallet starts moving again, as
described in the previous subsection. Pallets do not stop
at a table if they can continue to move forward (i.e., if
the next table on the chain is available) and do not
experience the cycle of going up and down at that table.
Availability of a table is usually signaled by the last
pallet to visit the table. There is a clear limit switch
placed at a distance from the table. This switch may be
on the cross transfer conveyor, on an adjacent table, or
on a production/transfer conveyor served by the cross
transfer. Once the pallet reaches a clear switch, it sets
the switch "off," indicating that it is now safe for its
successor pallet to move onto the conveyor.
Accordingly, any pallet waiting to get clearance to move
onto the table sets the switch "on," flagging that the
table is now assigned to its use.
In a simulation model, cross transfer conveyors can
be treated as non-accumulating conveyors with discrete
segments between hold/lift tables. Simulation packages
with built-in conveyor constructs provide adequate
support to model the movement between tables.
However, additional steps should be taken to account
for the up-down cycle of tables. Also, the model should
replicate the logic to control the access to the tables.
This effect can be achieved by treating the tables as
resources and by capturing and releasing them at
appropriate points.

3.4 Powered Roll Beds
Powered-roll beds are relatively short conveyor sections
which use powered rolls for high-speed transfer of
pallets.
They
are
typically
used
between
production/transfer conveyors and other higher-speed
transfer equipment such as lift tables, turntables, and
lifts (Sims 1992). They also provide buffer storage
space for one pallet at a time. Those conveyors run at
higher speeds than the others described above.
Consequently, during transfers from/to power-roll beds,
pallets experience speed changes. As indicated earlier,
due to different sizes of pallets, the time to clear a
power-roll bed differs among pallets. Consequently, a
simulation model needs to represent the clearance time
by accounting for the travel distances and the length of
the pallets. With simulation languages such as

AutoMod, it is possible to address such detail by
utilizing built-in capabilities. With some other
languages, up-front calculations are required for each
power roll bed to determine the time it takes to move
onto and off that power roll bed.
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3.5 Turntables
Turntables are short conveyor tread sections mounted
on a bearing surface; they can rotate around a vertical
axis to reorient pallets in transit (Cahill 1985). Some
production processes require the parts to be in a
certain orientation. Movement on conveyors and cross
transfers between them changes the pallet orientation.
Also, transfer/production conveyor segments are
sometimes at angles to each other. Consequently, in a
typical production setup utilizing chain conveyors,
there would be several turntables with different
amounts of rotation (e.g., 45, 90, 180 degree turns).
Once a pallet moves onto it, a turntable rotates and
aligns itself with the new path that the pallet will
follow. In most cases, a turntable does not start its
rotation back to its loading position before the pallet
clears a limit switch. Once the pallet clears the limit
switch, the table rotates back to the loading position.
The rotation time is typically proportional to the angle of
rotation. Clearly, a simulation model should make sure
that a pallet does riot attempt to move onto a turntable
before the turntable returns to the loading position.
Turntables can be modeled in most simulation languages
by using resources and by capturing and releasing those
resources at appropriate points in time.
3.6 Lifts
In a typical production facility, there will be conveyors
and production processes at different floors. Lifts
(elevators) are used for transferring pallets vertically
between different floors. Apart from the vertical travel
time, there are delays in loading and unloading of lifts
(Hudson 1954). Also, in most cases, there will be
clearance limits for enabling/disabling access to lifts.
Due to various pallet sizes, those delays will differ
among pallets. Consequently, the model should have
either an explicit (in-travel distances, pallet sizes, and
locations of clear limits) or an implicit (in-time delays
and signals) representation of the delays that occur in
the load-travel-unload-return cycle of lifts.
4
AN AUTOMOD EXAMPLE OF CHAIN
CONVEYORS
AutoMod is an industrial simulation system combining
the convenience of CAD-like drawing tools, an

engineering-oriented modeling, language, and accurate
capture of distances, sizes, speeds, and accelerations as aids
to building accurate simulation models supported by
three-dimensional animation (Rohrer 1994a).
The example model is a small portion of a large body
shop simulation built for an automobile manufacturer.
Although small in scale, this example demonstrates some
of the components mentioned above. Figure 1 (next page)
depicts a CAD layout of the portion of the body shop,
including three accumulating chain conveyors, two cross
transfer conveyors, and several lift and hold tables.

AutoMod has detailed built-in constructs for modeling
conveyors. The CAD drawing of the layout is imported
into AutoMod as a static background and a conveyor
system is superimposed upon it. Figure 2 (next page)
displays the conveyor system used for this portion of the
system. As Figure 2 shows, to capture the details of
transfers between equipment running at different speeds,
smaller conveyor pieces were slightly extended over the
gaps between the actual conveyors. An “x" represents
locations where loads stop and/or either set or reset clear
switches. Also, the speed-up sections on chain conveyors
are represented as separate conveyor pieces appended to
the end/tail of conveyor segments. Furthermore, multiple
stations were defined to represent the locations where the
speed of a pallet changes. The stations in AutoMod are
defined with a load alignment attribute that determines
when a load is considered to be at that location. For
example, if a station has a "trailing edge" alignment, then
the load will be considered to have arrived at that station
when the a-ailing., edge of the load reaches it.
Consequently, travel speeds and distances can be accurately
captured in the model by appropriately laying out stations
and selecting their alignment attributes accordingly.
The lift tables interfacing with conveyor segments are
represented as smaller conveyor sections attached
directly to the end of a chain conveyor segment. The
cross transfer conveyors are also represented as separate
conveyor segments laid atop the segments that represent
lift/hold tables. To model transitions between lift/hold
tables and the cross transfer conveyors, two stations are
created at the same coordinates. One of the stations is
then attached to the conveyor segment that represents the
hold/lift table; the other, to the conveyor segment
representing the cross transfer line. Then, by using the
“move" command at appropriate points, the load
representing the pallet is instantaneously transferred from
one segment to the other, displaying a smooth movement in
animation. The time delays in lowering and raising the load
to/from the chain are explicitly represented in the model by
using the "wait" command.

Clear limit switches are represented in the model as
conveyor stations. Once a load reaches a Station
representing a clear switch, it releases a resource that
corresponds to the area that the switch controls.
Clearly, most of those stations have a "trailing edge"
alignment. Loads trying to enter the area wait to capture
the resource and start moving as soon as the previous
pallet clears the area. For each lift table and each hold
table, there is a corresponding resource in the model.
5 ANALYSIS AND RESULTS OF AUT0MOD
EXAMPLE
The complete simulation model of the body shop
contained many more conveyors, processing times at
stations, and downtimes associated with processes and
some of the material handling equipment. Analysis of this
model was conveniently undertaken with AutoStat.
AutoStat, working in conjunction with AutoMod, provides
determination of initial transients, management of
scenarios as a database, and a "Design of Experiments"
feature (Rohrer 1994b).
Analyses performed with the base model indicated that
the system as designed could not meet the target
production. Detailed analyses showed that the portion of
the system shown in Figure 1 was one of several problem
areas. Part of the problem was due to the distance between
the first and second lift tables on the cross transfer (right
side of drawing). As indicated earlier, on a cross transfer
conveyor, pallets do not move until the next lift/hold table
is cleared by the previous pallet. In this case, because of
the long distance, each pallet experienced a delay
exceeding the maximum allowable cycle time. The
problem was remedied by placing a clear limit switch at a
distance sufficiently removed from the lift table to avoid
collisions. Consequently, the cycle time at the table was
considerably reduced, thereby increasing the throughput.
Another part of the problem was due to the flow of
pallets through the area. Normal flow of pallets required
that the pallets go up on the cross transfer to the first
conveyor, and proceed to the cross transfer (right side of
Figure 1). The top two conveyors were to be used as
temporary storage only when the pallets could not be sent
(e.g. due to equipment down time) to the next set of
conveyors that are beyond the top part of the drawing.
However, simulations showed that the system would back
up faster because once the first conveyor is blocked, there
was no other way to utilize the middle conveyor for
temporary storage. An alternative to this routing scheme
was to send the pallets to the last conveyor at the top of
the surge as the normal flow and then to accumulate
pallets on the bottom two

conveyors. Again, the model runs showed that this routing
scheme worked better than the original and improved the
overall throughput of the system.
Similarly, the complete model helped to identify several
other problems with the conveyor system. By facilitating
quick evaluation of the alternatives, the simulation model
not only played a significant role in the detailed design of
the system, but also provided quantitative support for
managerial capital-investment decisions constrained by a
tight project timetable.

In all these ways, results from micromodeling of
conveyors, when included in macromodels of the
production system, helped assess the degree to which
material handling improvements spawned improvements
in overall system performance.
6 SUMMARY
Particularly at the micromodeling level of detail, the
accurate representation of conveyors and the equipment
interfacing with them comprises numerous challenges.
Meeting these challenges requires close attention to
operational specifications and detail of the equipment, plus
keen awareness of the capabilities of the simulation
modeling tool chosen for use. This paper surveys these'
challenges and specific examples of them pertinent to a
model including chain conveyors, cross transfer conveyors,
lift and hold tables, and clear switches.
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APPENDIX: TRADEMARKS
AutoMod and AutoStat are registered trademarks of
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